encouraged the worms to return. Precisely! Bingley was making the point emphatically in the early 1930s, advocating instead the use of lead arsenate. Now we use chlordane and this proves that earthworm control has been continuous in one form or another for 60 and more years.

**Misguided**

Irrigation is another case of the advocacy of demonstrably misguided theories. Before the war, irrigation was limited by either the absence of any facilities or by restraints of men and time. Yet, I was advocating 40 years ago what was then old-fashioned, old-established practice—namely, that areas requiring water should be given individual treatment by hand-held open hose rather than leaving sprinklers on all night and flooding greens. This was long before pop-ups were being used, even in the States.

Mr. Jones advocates, in my hearing, the use of pop-ups for long periods at widely spaced intervals, letting the greens dry out thoroughly before watering them again! Quite apart from the practical problem that if we apply once a week the total amount given in minimal daily irrigation then we shall be watering for 18 to 22 hours a day, when do we find time to play golf? Also, how do we get that amount of water to penetrate without flooding bunkers, how do we play a course with soggy bogs at the start of the week, drying out to rock-hard greens at the end, and how do we get the water to penetrate such dry areas anyway?

All those who have given the matter thought will, I am sure, agree that we ought to aim at—even if we do not always succeed—producing fine-textured, wiry Agrostis and fine fescue turf if we are to play our traditional pitch and run-up game as opposed to target golf. Most, including many American superintendents, would agree that annual meadow grass is our main enemy, responsible for most greenkeeping problems. Mr. Jones claims that, at one course he advises, while in response to gross sanding of greens, the grass is now 100 per cent annual meadow grass, which "does not matter."

I have never decried American greenkeeping—if it is kept to America. Equally, most of the traditional principles here would not transplant save for those few areas in the States where soil and climatic conditions are equivalent to those in Europe.

**Pattern**

There has always been a cyclic pattern, since greenkeeping began, of 'farmers', who know all about growing the wrong grass, destroying our courses and their being brought back, from the very brink, laboriously by 'greenkeepers', only to be thrown out by members who want to see more grass on the course and extolling the 'beautifully lush' turf of other ruined courses. But remember that the initial impetus for the establishment of the Board of Greenkeeping Research (as Bingley was known) came from Norman Hackett, who was advising Yorkshire courses in the early 1950s on exactly the same basic lines as I do today!

With Bingley now preaching the same gospel, backed by the Royal and Ancient, we could be thinking seriously of the feasibility of establishing an advisory body based there, with the same power and influence as the USGA's Green Section wields in the States. Naturally, course conditions were not perfect by today's standards 50 to 80 years ago. Neither was household plumbing! But, by the standard then accepted, conditions were as good as the equipment could make them and better golfers were turning in scores as low as any today, playing on fine perennial grasses, not annual meadow grass, and using less efficient clubs and golf balls.

Even that pioneer of agricultural grassland research, Professor W.B. Stapledon at Aberystwyth, said in the 1930s: "I would rather put on poor fescue greens than on lush annual meadow grass ones."

No one pretends that every course was in good condition then, not that we would accept for one moment today what, by their standards, was good presentation, even for a championship, before the war.

Lindrick's detailed records show a cyclic repetition of traditionalists unseating the farmers—who were at the root of all their problems—only for the farmers, in turn, to win in response to ignorant golfers demanding more grass on the course.

The swings and roundabouts still operate, invariably triggered off by some half-thought-out theories on the grounds that to be noticed one has to be outrageously different!
New Pair From Nickerson

Nickerson Turfmaster has developed a new range of sophisticated grass cutting machinery to meet the requirements of professional users.

Nickerson Turfmaster's 375 has a full 7ft cut, hydrostatic transmission plus a host of other features. The triple mower is powered by a Kubota 21⅓hp, three-cylinder, water-cooled diesel engine, giving the 375 more than adequate power to maintain a high work rate and fast transport speed.

Forward/reverse motion is controlled by a rocking foot pedal giving variable speed through hydrostatic transmission and the two-speed, front-wheel drive axle. When cutting, the machine is capable of operating at up to 7⅓mph and in the transport gear speed is variable up to 14⅔mph.

The configuration of the 375, with its low centre of gravity and low pressure flotation tyres, means that slopes of up to 30° can be cut with ease. The machine is equipped with hydraulic power steering through the rear wheels which, together with the hydrostatic transmission, allows the 375 to be used in awkward areas, thus reducing hand-trimming time.

Each cutting unit is independently hydraulically operated and forward/reverse drive allows for the clearing of blockages and back-lapping. The units can be raised in seconds and have automatic cylinder drive cut-off—they also have mechanical safety locks for transport. The 8in diameter cutting cylinders are available with three or five blades and can deal with grass up to 8in high—height of cut is easily adjusted from a ½in to 1½in.

Braking is inherent within the hydrostatic transmission, but a hydraulically operated 8in diameter foot brake is also fitted together with a self-adjusting handbrake. For operator comfort, there’s adjustable seating, controls to hand, hydraulic power steering and warning dials on the facia.

The 375 is also available with a powerful 21⅓hp Kohler petrol two-cylinder air-cooled engine.

And the Nickerson 390 triple mower is equipped with an efficient Kubota 28⅓hp, four-cylinder, water-cooled diesel engine for fuel economy and trouble-free running over extended periods.

Incorporating all the features of the 375, including power steering and hydrostatic transmission, the 390’s three mowing units have 10in diameter cutting cylinders, which are hydraulically powered. The specially designed robust cutting units will withstand constant hard work in the toughest of conditions for long periods and the 100in width of cut enables the 390 to cut up to 7½ acres per hour. Like the 375, a heel-operated differential lock is fitted to give better traction should wheel slip occur.

All Nickerson Turfmaster machines carry a two-year warranty. £ 0427 4776.

---

Melton Mowbray Golf Club

invite applications for the post of

HEAD GREENKEEPER

Accommodation provided. Salary negotiable.
Opportunity for wife to undertake some catering.

Please apply in writing giving age, course qualifications and experience to:

Secretary, Melton Mowbray Golf Club, Thorpe Arnold, Melton Mowbray, Leics.

---

The professionals choice in Compact Tractor equipment

WESSEX

WESSEX FARM MACHINERY SALES CO. 
NEWMAN LANE, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE.
TELEPHONE ALTON 88848. TELEX 858755.

---
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**DUMFRIES AND COUNTY GOLF CLUB**

invite applications for the position of

**HEAD GREENKEEPER**

Applicants must be fully experienced in all aspects of turf management including the use and maintenance of greenkeeping machinery and possess the ability to motivate and direct staff.

The salary is negotiable.

Apply in writing giving age, qualifications and full details of experience to:

THE SECRETARY,
DUMFRIES AND COUNTY GOLF CLUB,
EDINBURGH ROAD,
DUMFRIES.

---

**PRESTWICK ST. CUTHBERT GOLF CLUB**

invite applications for the post of

**HEAD GREENKEEPER**

The successful applicant will require to be fully conversant with all aspects of golf course management, be capable of working on his own initiative and have the ability to control a small work force, leading by example.

The salary is negotiable.

There is no accommodation.

Apply in the first instance to:

THE SECRETARY
PRESTWICK ST. CUTHBERT G.C.
EAST ROAD
PRESTWICK
AYRSHIRE

---

**LETHAM GRANGE HOTEL**

**THE PREMIER RESORT CENTRE IN THE EAST OF SCOTLAND**

20 BEDROOM DE LUXE HOTEL, WINTER CURLING RINK (OPENED IN 1985)

**HEAD GREENKEEPER**

required for

18 Hole Championship Golf Course, built in beautiful wooded parkland (to open for play during 1986), and incorporating other sports.

Applications are invited for the post of Head Greenkeeper, to take over at the completion of construction work, and maintain the golf course to a very high standard. It is important that applicants must have a desire to be an improver, and must belong to the school of thought believing in the judicious use of irrigation and fertilisers.

Salary negotiable. Family accommodation can be supplied.

Write with C.V. to:

G. K. SMITH – MANAGING DIRECTOR, LETHAM GRANGE RESORT HOTEL, SUTTIESIDE,
FORFAR, ANGUS. TEL. NO. 0307 63671

OR INITIALLY TELEPHONE FOR BROCHURE AND PLANS, GIVING NAME ADDRESS AND TEL. NO’S.